If strange quark matter is stable in small lumps, we expect to find such lumps, called "strangelets", on Earth due to a steady flux in cosmic rays. Based on recent model predictions for this flux, we find that strangelets corresponding to gaseous elements (noble gases, N, and O) accumulate in the atmosphere at high concentration. Metallic and semimetallic strangelets accumulate in suprisingly high concentrations in stratospheric aerosols. We suggest several new avenues for a mass spectroscopic search for strangelets in the atmosphere.
I. INTRODUCTION
A dense ball of up, down, and strange quarks, called a "strangelet", may be the true ground state of nuclear matter [1] [2] . A strangelet is stabilized by its filled quark energy levels; the extra flavor degree of freedom provided by the strange quark lowers the Fermi energy of the up and down quark seas. The strangelet is absolutely stable if this decrease in Fermi energy compensates for the extra mass of the strange quark; this may be true above some threshhold baryon number A t . (Throughout this paper, we will speak as if A t is "small", and "small" strangelets are stable; this is the unknown we wish to study.)
Small stable strangelets have approximately equal numbers of u, d, and s quarks. A slight deficiency of s quarks gives the strangelet a net positive charge of approximately Z = 0.3A 2/3 for the color-flavor locked (CFL) model [3] or Z = 0.1A (turning over to ∼ 8A (1/3) for large A) for the MIT bag model [2] . (We discuss both models with a strange quark mass of 150 MeV.) Ordinary nuclei cannot decay into strangelets in a reasonable time. However, a neutron star may quickly convert into a "strange star", essentially a large strangelet with A ∼ 10 50 [4] . Strange star collisions [5] [6] may release smaller strangelets with a range of sizes, including lowmass strangelets with charges Z = Z min -100 and baryon number A where A t ≤ A < 10 5 . These strangelets are accelerated by astrophysical shocks and propagate throughout the Galaxy. Therefore, if small strangelets are stable at all, we expect to find them among energetic cosmic rays [7] and in cosmic-ray targets like the Earth and Moon.
At rest, a strangelet of charge Z behaves like a heavy isotope of atomic number Z; it has the same number of electrons, chemical and thermodynamic behavior, etc. [61] . Thus, we give a "Periodic Table of Strangelets" in Figure 2 . Strangelets can be studied by a massspectroscopic search for rare, ultra-heavy isotopes of ordinary elements.
In order to search for strangelets with high sensitivity, we must find samples where the strangelet concentration * Electronic address: bmonreal@mit.edu is as high as possible. Because we can purify a sample chemically before doing mass spectroscopy, strangelets of charge Z will be mixed-or diluted, or contaminatedonly with nuclei of charge Z. The chemical abundances of strangelets are uncorrelated with the abundances of ordinary elements on Earth; therefore, it is helpful to search for strangelets among rare elements. For example, calcium (Z=20) is abundant and scandium (Z=21) is rare. We broadly expect [62] strangelets of charge 20 and 21 to have similar absolute abundances. Therefore, a search for "strange scandium" ( s Sc) in a Sc sample will find higher concentrations than a search for s Ca in a Ca sample.
Several investigations have been done along these lines, most commonly in meteorites, Earth rock, and moon rock [8] [9] . However, rock of any sort is a very "dirty" environment, where arriving strangelets are immediately mixed with large numbers of ordinary nuclei of all charges [10] . However, before strangelets reach the Earth's crust, they stop in a very clean environment: the atmosphere. Studying the chemical and circulation properties of the atmosphere suggests new places to search for small stable strangelets. Surprisingly high concentrations can be found in the atmosphere itself [11] .
A. Expected strangelet flux
We derive abundance estimates from the detailed propagation model of [7] . This work assumes a strangelet production rate of 10 −10 solar masses (M ⊙ ) per year in our Galaxy, with 10 −5 M ⊙ of strange matter released per collision, and a collision every 30,000 y. It includes the effects of acceleration, interstellar propagation, and solar modulation using several phenomenological models. If we assume that all of the source material becomes strangelets of charge Z and and mass A (GeV/c 2 ), we calculate the maximum flux F as 
where F is the flux in particles m −2 ster −1 y −1 , and R cutoff is the either the geomagnetic cutoff or the effective solar-modulation cutoff, whichever is greater. Notice that, although a factor of A −1 is expected when a finite pool of strange matter is partitioned into strangelets, heavier strangelets propagate more efficiently. Equation 1 gives an upper limit on the flux because it assumes that all of the produced strangelets have the same charge. More realistically, we expect strange star collisions to produce a wide range of strangelet charges, thereby lowering the number of strangelets with any particular charge.
We compute the average flux at Earth by integrating Equation 1 over the Stormer approximation for the geomagnetic cutoff [12] , and approximating the solar modulation cutoff as R = (A/Z) 1/2 (Φ/500M V ) 1/2 [7] , where Φ is the solar modulation parameter, taken to be 500 MV. These fluxes are given in Table I and Figure 1 .
II. STRANGELETS ON THE EARTH, MOON, AND METEORITES
As a basis for comparison, we review the expected abundances of strangelets in the Earth's crust, on the moon, and in meteorite material.
The moon [13] is the simplest case. The moon's surface has been essentially stationary for about 4 billion years. Its surface has been turned over and reburied to a depth of ∼10 meters by the action of meteorites. It has no substantial magnetic field. Approximating the turnover/reburial of the surface as constant, the expected strangelet per-atom concentration is
O (Z=8, A=130) the concentration is 2 × 10 −16 . The turnover rate has been slower in recent years; the top 10cm of soil may have been exposed, at many sites, for 500 My [14] , leading to a proportionally higher concentration.
Meteorites are more complex as strangelet targets; cosmic-ray exposure measurements [15] [16] of most meteorite samples show quite short ages T CRE , often of order 10 My, suggesting that the sampled material spent most of its life "buried"-and shielded from cosmic ray exposure-inside a larger object. Furthermore, much of this exposure is due to cosmic-ray protons, which penetrate much more deeply than high-Z strangelets. If we ignore these and other complications [63] , then the strangelet abundance is roughly proportional to the cosmic-ray exposure age, c meteor = F × 10 −23 × TCRE 1My . The Earth's crust and oceans are a particularly complex environment, some details of which we will address in a forthcoming paper. Over the Earth's 4 billion year history, strangelets have come out of the atmosphere and been deposited on land and in the ocean. Initially, strangelets are probably incorporated into sedimentary rock. This rock can be buried, subducted, metamorphosed, uplifted, and eroded by various processes, while new (strangelet-free) rock wells up from the mantle below. For now, we ignore the details and suppose that the Earth's strangelet inventory is evenly mixed through all sedimentary rocks. The average depth of sedimentary material is about 2 km over the Earth's surface, and this layer has re-cycled with the mantle about 5 times [10] [17] . This suggests that Earth's integrated strangelet flux is evenly mixed with a 10km-deep column of rock, where the strangelet abundance is approximately c crust = F × 1.5 × 10 −23 .
III. STRANGELETS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
A cosmic ray strangelet has less penetrating power than a nucleus of the same energy [64] due to a lower velocity and higher dE/dx. Therefore, most strangelets will lose energy by ionization and stop the mesosphere and upper stratosphere, 50-80 km above the surface. After stopping, their fate is determined by atmospheric chemistry and dynamics. We will consider three broad classes of chemical species the atmosphere: noble gases, volatile strangelets, and metallic strangelets. These categories are defined in Figure 2 .
A. Structure and circulation of the upper atmosphere
The Earth's atmosphere [18] can be considered as a series of vertical layers with different thermal and dynamic structures, shown schematically in Fig. 3 between 0-10 km in altitude (pressure 1000-100 mb) is the troposphere. The tropopause is a stable temperature inversion which separates it from the stratosphere, (10-50 km, 100-1mb). Above the stratosphere are the mesosphere (50-85 km, 1-0.01mb) and the thermosphere (including the ionosphere), which gradually fades away into space.
Air circulation in the troposphere is complex. Northsouth (zonal) circulation occurs fairly slowly, via the "Hadley cells" and polar cells. East-west circulation is rapid, via the trade winds. Complete vertical turnover of the troposphere occurs on a scale of weeks. Water vapor contents are high (0.01-10 −4 by volume), as are dust and soot levels.
Vertical mixing in the stratosphere [20] is fairly slow (timescale of several years) and dominated by wavedriven turbulence, rather than convection. Transfer of air into and through the stratosphere is via the BrewerDobson circulation, as follows: clean, dry[65] tropical air wells up into the stratosphere year-round. This air flows towards the poles, with stronger circulation towards the winter pole, where the tropopause descends in response. Condensible material (HNO 3 , H 2 SO 4 , and H 2 O) accumulates in the polar regions. "Tropopause folds" cause mixing of lower-stratospheric air into the troposphere, primarily in early spring at midlatitudes [21] .
The mesosphere circulates primarily from the summer to the winter pole, in a manner similar to the stratosphere. Although data are scarce, vertical mixing may take of order ∼1 y. The mesosphere stops most incoming cosmic rays (including strangelets) and vaporizes most micrometeorites. The meteorite influx, about 1 × 10 7 kg/yr (or 2 × 10 8 moles/yr of metals) is the main contaminant for metallic strangelets in the mesosphere, as discussed below.
Two important points should be gleaned from this discussion. First, the Earth's geomagnetic field does not affect strangelet distributions on the ground: although the flux into the mesosphere varies with geomagnetic latitude, mesospheric circulation allows particles to enter the stratosphere anywhere over the globe. Stratospheretroposphere exchange mechanisms serve to concentrate fallout at midlatitudes, rather than high latitudes as suggested by geomagnetic effects. Second, we note the lack of terrestrial contamination of the stratosphere; this will allow strangelet concentrations there to become quite high.
B. Strange noble gases
A strangelet with charge 2, 10, 18, 36, 54, or 86 will have the chemical properties of helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, or radon respectively. These strange noble gas atoms will stay in the atmosphere forever unless a) lost into space or b) dissolved in water or rock and subducted. Both removal effects are minor, so we expect that the atmosphere has accumulated 4.5 billion years y of accumulation for the noble gases, and N and O behavior as described in Section III C.
of strange noble gases cosmic ray flux. Thus, the atom abundance of a noble-gas-like strangelet in the bulk atmosphere is c gas = F × 3 × 10 −20 . This concentration factor is as high as that of the moon.
As discussed in Section I, the concentration of strangelets in a pure element sample is inversely proportional to the normal element's abundance. In particular, He and Xe are quite scarce in the atmosphere, so s He and s Xe nuclei may have high concentrations. A s Rn atom in the atmosphere would be extremely unique, because all ordinary Rn is short-lived. The atmospheric abundances and strangelet concentrations for each noble gas are summarized in Table I .
C. Strange volatile elements
Several elements, which we label "volatiles", can cycle back and forth between the atmosphere, ocean, and crust: H, C, N, O, S, and the halogens. A volatile strangelet resides in the atmosphere for a time longer than the atmospheric mixing time, but shorter than the age of the Earth. Volatile strangelets on the ground may be revolatilized and reenter the atmosphere. In the case of H, C, S, and the halogens, we do not expect strangelets to accumulate in the atmosphere; turnover is fairly rapid and there is much dilution by ordinary matter.
Nitrogen is more interesting. Most of the Earth's nitrogen inventory (4×10 18 kg) is in the atmosphere as N 2 [22] . Although nitrogen cycles back and forth into solid forms, mainly due to biological fixation [66] , at a rate of 10 11 kg/y, it is very slow (10 10 kg/y) to be sequestered in the crust [67] . (Much of this, too, eventually reenters the atmosphere via uplift and erosion.) Although it is difficult to project the nitrogen cycle into the distant geological past, the modern nitrogen cycle suggests that the lifetime [19] . Note the change in vertical scale at the tropopause.
of a s N atom in the atmosphere is of order 5 × 10 8 years. The effective lifetime may be much longer, depending on how much sequestered nitrate is eventually re-exposed rather than subducted. Conservatively, the net s N flux of at least the past 5 × 10 8 y remains in the atmosphere, suggesting a s N concentration of 5 × 10 −18 . We also note that 15 N[23] (natural abundance 0.0037) is commercially distilled from atmospheric N 2 . Strangelets will follow the heavy fraction in this distillation, so the s N abundance is 270 times greater in a 15 N sample than a natural N sample.
Oxygen is one of the most abundant elements on Earth, making up much of the mass of the biosphere, oceans, crust, and mantle. More than 500 My ago, atmospheric oxygen would have had a very short residence time due to un-oxidized iron and other metals in the ocean. In recent times, atmospheric oxygen cycles into solid forms mainly via biological processes. The atmospheric oxygen inventory [24] Table I .
D. Metallic strangelets
Most possible strangelet charges correspond to metallic elements. A metallic strangelet stopped in the mesosphere will mix immediately with the metals left behind by vaporizing micrometeors. These metals agglomerate into nanometer-scale "smoke" clusters within a few months of arrival [25] . This smoke has been observed to drift down into the lower stratosphere and collect in sulfuric acid aerosol droplets [26] ; 1/2 of such droplets found at midlatitudes carry 0.5-1% by mass of dissolved metal, with approximately chondritic composition. From this, and the known flux of sulfur to the stratosphere (100-160 ×10 6 kg/y), the flux of vaporized meteoritic material to the stratosphere is inferred to be 4-19×10 6 kg/y. This may represent, e.g., 60% ablation of a larger absolute meteorite flux, with 40% of the material surviving the fall to the troposphere. We take 10 7 kg/y to be the meteorite flux. Of this amount, approximately 44% is oxygen, and the remainder amounts to 1.7 × 10 8 moles of metals (including silicon) entering the stratosphere per year [69] . Thus, the atom abundance of strangelets mixed in with these metals is c strat = F × 1.5 × 10 −17 where F is the flux from equation 1. This is a factor of 1000 higher than the concentrations on the moon, and 10 6 higher than concentrations in the Earth's crust.
Stratospheric aerosols may be a target for a strangelet search, discussed below.
As in the atmosphere, strangelets of different Z are chemically distinct, and the strangelet abundance will be higher in chemicallyseparated samples of rarer elements. We give the predicted strangelet abundance for each stratospheric metal in Tables VII and VIII. However, readily obtainable samples may not be large enough for such separation to be practical. We also note that the stratospheric concentration factor provides an upper limit for cosmic-ray strangelet concentrations in geological samples; no Earth environment is exposed to strangelets without also being exposed to micrometeorite smoke.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ISSUES
Now that we have identified these environments where strangelets may be present at high concentrations, we can design experiments to search for them. The three steps in any search are: sample collection, purification/preconcentration, and mass spectroscopy.
We would like to emphasize that we do not know, if strangelets are stable: what is the minimum mass A t ? What is the exact charge/mass relation? What is the distribution of masses produced by strange star collisions? Do large strangelets grow, fragment, or "disappear" (i.e. into nonstrange daughter nuclei) during collisions with interstellar nuclei? In order to comprehensively address the question of the existence of strangelets, we should perform experiments over a wide range of charges, and each search should be sensitive to a wide range of possible masses. Although some particular searches-N, Rn, and Xe stand out-allow very high sensitivity, we should investigate more of the periodic table in order to cover the search space completely.
A. Past atmospheric strangelet searches
Several searches for strangelets in meteorite [8] , Earth rock [27] [28] and in cosmic rays [29] have set upper abundance limits. Stellar structure places strong constraints on the strangelet abundance in the Sun [30] 
Holt et. al. [32] searched for "collapsed" Rn nuclei using an atmospheric Xe sample. They collected Rn from the equivalent of 10 4 l of atmospheric Xe, using the reaction
. This sample was illuminated with a high flux of thermal neutrons, and monitored for the emission of 30-250 MeV gamma rays. They determined the number of "collapsed" Rn atoms to be < 3 × 10 10 . If this result applied to s Rn, it would limit the strange star production rate of s Rn to be < 2 × 10 −17 M ⊙ y −1 . However, we do not expect such high-energy gamma emission from strangelet neutron capture [34] , so this limit does not apply. Nevertheless, this search illustrates the potential for a s Rn search to limit strangelet production rates. We might be concerned that a strangelet's high nuclear mass would change its thermodynamic behavior in such a way as to defeat a distillation column [35] ; for most elements, a heavy isotope has a lower vapor pressure (and higher boiling point) than a light one. The "vapor pressure isotope effect" can be calculated from the element's Debye temperature [36] . For a monoatomic gas with ordinary mass M ′ , vapor pressure P ′ , and Debye temperature T d , and a heavy isotope with M and P , the vapor Boiling points are given in K at 1 bar, for the normal gas and for an infinitely massive strangelet. The last column gives the quantity T 2 ln(P'/P), relevant for fractional distillation, in K 2 , for arbitrarily heavy strangelets.
pressure at temperature T obeys
We show in Table II that in no case does the boiling point change by as much as a degree.
b. Strange N, O Like noble gases, commercial liquid N 2 and O 2 are cryogenically distilled from the atmosphere. Any standard commercial sample should contain strangelets with approximately the same concentration as the atmosphere itself. In addition, s N should be present at atmospheric concentrations in most solid nitrogen samples, which come from the modern atmosphere via the Haber process or via the biosphere.
c. Stratospheric metals Obtaining a sample of stratospheric aerosol is more difficult. We predict that metals are most concentrated in the sulfuric acid aerosol droplets in the low polar stratosphere (10-20 km) in the late winter. There are two techniques available for sampling this region. First, some research aircraft, like the NASA Dryden ER-2, fly scientific missions at these heights. It is possible to obtain particle samples, filter samples, or whole-air samples from such a flight.
Additionally, inexpensive weather balloons can be launched to very high altitudes. Again, various samples can be collected from an inexpensive balloon payload: whole-air canister samples or air filter samples are possible. One particularly promising technique for harvesting aerosol particles is to ionize them. We have prototyped a device in which a high-voltage needle sprays ambient aerosol drolets with electrons. These droplets can be drifted into a collector cup, which seals itself and parachutes to the ground for later retrieval. Preliminary experiments suggest that ∼ 1 mg of aerosol could be collected in a single flight, carrying 10 −8 moles of metal and ∼ 10-100 strangelets. Multiple such flights, or a single larger mission, might amass a sample large enough to analyze.
Another possibility is to sample early-spring precipitation in at mid to high latitudes. In principle, this precipitation should entrap the aerosols that descend from the stratosphere. Three difficulties apply. First, these samples will contain tropospheric aerosols (smoke, windblown dust, sea spray, and manmade pollutants) which will dilute the strangelets substantially. Second, the samples will be suspended in large volumes of water, posing handling challenges. Finally, the choice of sample must be informed by very detailed meteorology and "air parcel tracking"; some precipitation contains stratospheric materials, and some does not. Overall, compared to balloon or aircraft missions, this allows us to collect larger, less concentrated strangelet samples, with simpler equipment. We will address this in detail in a forthcoming paper.
The advantage of a strangelet search in stratospheric aerosols is that it is sensitive to a wide range of strangelet charges. This is in constrast to gaseous strangelets, where better sensitivity is available, but only for particular elements, or strangelets in the Earth's crust. The disadvantage is the extremely small sample sizes obtainable.
C. Purification and preconcentration

d. Radon We can collect very large atmospheric Rn samples, including
s Rn, by extraction from Xe over (IF 6 ) + (SbF 6 ) − , as described in section IV A. An even simpler technique would be chromatography on activated carbon. A stream of mixed Xe and Rn is passed over activated carbon at room temperature. Rn is strongly retained [37] . Later, the Rn is released by heating under a stream of He or N 2 . In either case, 1 mole of Xe (22.4 lSTP) with the Table I strangelet concentrations would yield 3 × 10 14 s Rn atoms. e. Chromatography Isotope separation of metals is a longstanding challenge for chemistry. Isotope effects have been observed in gas chromatography (GC), liquid chromatography (LC) and capillary electrophoresis (CE) separations, but the effects are generally quite small, so the techniques are not used for ultratrace isotope separation. For strangelets, however, the separation factors may be much larger, due to large mass differences. We pursue this avenue because it offers efficient processing of scarce source material.
LC works by amplifying the small isotope effects on chemical equilibria between different chemical species (or phases). The sample is allowed to equilibrate between a stationary solid phase and a flowing liquid. Different isotopes have slightly different solution constants for the solid and the liquid; a molecule which binds weakly to the solid (usually a heavy isotope) will move quickly along with the liquid flow, and strongly-binding molecule will be held up longer by the solid. Many experimental data exist for isotope effects in ion-exchange chromatography; we cite several in Table III . More data can be found in [38] and [39] . We extrapolate these results to predict isotope effects in strangelets, based on the Bigeleisen-Mayer procedure [40] [35] , although this extrapolation may be distorted in some cases by nuclear size and spin effects [41] . We assume the difference in solution [38] [49] might consist of a hollow tube 25mm in diameter and 3m long, watercooled on the outside, with a coaxial wire electrically heated to 600K. Light isotopes preferentially migrate towards the hotter gas and are swept upwards by convection; heavy isotopes concentrate at the bottom.
Take a column of length L, filled with a gas of molecular mass m, and a trace concentration c 0 of strangelets of mass M . At equilibrium, the strangelet concentration c L at the bottom of the column is increased by
where the characteristic length λ scales approximately as λ ∝ (M − m)/(M + m), and k depends in detail on diffusion parameters, temperature, viscosity, etc. This equation yields extremely large theoretical values for q e which are not achievable in practice. Rather, they suggest that strangelets are transported down the column unidirectionally. There is unavoidably some dead space at the bottom of the column; the column's whole inventory of strangelets will accumulate in the dead space in the equilibration time τ . This allows us to compute the strangelet production rate P , the number of strangelets transported down the column per day.
If, for example, the column contains a mixture of 18 O 2 and s O 16 O, the final s O concentration at the bottom of the column will depend on P , the run time, and the amount of "dead space" from which the final sample is drawn. The dead space consideration may be removed TABLE IV: Behavior of strangelets in a thermal diffusion column. These parameters are calculated for a hot-wire column (using the planar approximation of [49] ) for a hot-wire column of radius 1.2cm, wall temperature 300K, wire temperature 600K, and length 3m. c0 is the strangelet atom abundance for this species (for CFL strangelets only). λ is the characteristic length scale for this gas and this column. qe is the theoretical concentration enhancement, at equilibrium, at the bottom of a column. τ is column equilibration time in days. P is the approximate number of strangelets transported down the column per day, assuming atmospheric abundances as Equation s O will appear mixed primarily with Ar, and can be separated chemically. This allows the preparation of extremely concentrated strangelet samples from almost any gas [73] .
g. Electromagnetic separation It is always possible to separate gas-phase ions by mass using electromagnetic fields. Traditional "calutrons" separate isotopes using a spark ion source, an accelerating potential of a few 10s kV, and large-area (>1m 2 ) magnetic field. Ions with different m/z, hence different trajectories, are collected in cups at different positions. We are preparing to use the testbed ion source at the Wright Nuclear Structure Lab at Yale as a calutron. This source can generate > 10µA of O, or 1µA of N (as NH − ); a run of 18 O will yield up to 10 5 s O per month; 15 N may yield 5 × 10 4 s N per month. The nature of the ion collectors, and the expected purity of the separation, have yet to be determined. Because this machine has a low source ionization/transmission efficiency (∼ 10 −5 ), it is unsuitable for the already-small stratospheric metal samples; however, it may prove useful in future terrestrial and lunar work.
D. Mass spectroscopy
We must use mass spectroscopy to identify strangelets in our final sample. There are two important considerations: 1) our samples may be quite small after preconcentration, so we need a spectrometer that consumes samples efficiently. 2) We want to be sensitive to very small concentrations, so the spectrometer must run reasonably high currents, and 3) We do not know the strangelet mass a priori; our spectrometer should be sensitive to a wide mass range, and should have low or zero back-ground across that entire range. Many highly advanced mass spectroscopy techniques are used in geochemistry, biochemistry, and environmental science; several of them may be applied to the strangelet search.
h. Accelerator mass spectrometry A tandem Van de Graff accelerator, used as a accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS), can manage a few µA of beam current while maintaining near-zero background [8] . With a beam energy above a few MV, strangelets can be distinguished from nuclei by their energy loss characteristics in a multilayer detector. However, an accelerator with magnetic steering and focusing requires a slow scan over masses, typically < 0.2 amu at a time [74] . Most AMS facilities use spark or secondary ion (sputter) sources, which are comparatively inefficient (> 10 5 neutral ions vaporized for every 1 ionized, plus beam losses, charge state selection, etc.), so it is ill-suited for a stratospheric metal search. All together, AMS is highly attractive for the light atmospheric gases He, O, N, and Ne, for which the mass scan range is not too large. Experiments underway at the Wright Nuclear Structure Lab at Yale may be able to scan 2-3 amu per week in a search for s O in solid samples at concentrations down to 10 −17 . Due to its high specificity, AMS is also well-suited to a "followup" search, if strangelet candidates are identified (and their masses measured) via another technique.
i. ATTA Atom Trap Trace Analysis (ATTA) [50] experiments use a magneto-optical trap, which essentially makes single-atom measurements of the isotope shift of an atomic transition. The instrumentation has been developed only for Kr, but it can be applied in principle to a wide range of atoms [51] . These experiments can probe 10 8 -10 9 atoms per second (10-100 picoamps), and are sensitive to a wide range of masses simultaneously. In early experiments, the source efficiency is only 10 −12 in a run of a few hours. j. ICP-MS Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) mass spectroscopy [52] is the most powerful standard technique for ultratrace element analysis. It uses an extremely hot (6000-8000K) Ar plasma to ionize samples with >90% efficiency; the ions are the funneled (with poor efficiency, < 10 −2 ) into a mass spectrometer. Common spectrometers include time-of-flight (TOF), magnetic sector, and quadrupole mass filters. Any of these can be coupled to an electron multiplier detector with single-ion sensitivity. TOF has the advantage of wide mass sensitivity, possibly allowing for more efficient searches in small samples. Sector and quadrupole instruments have higher throughputs. Unlike AMS and ATTA, ICP-MS instruments do not have any strangelet specificity; ordinary atoms, polyatomic ions, and organic molecules all serve as backgrounds. An ICP-MS strangelet search may only identify candidate masses for a more-specific followup experiment.
A strangelet search in a scanning instrument would require a sample of > 10 7 strangelets. Source currents may approach 1 mA. Background count rates are as low as 0.2 counts per second (CPS) between integer-amu peaks, but there is typically a background of ∼ 5-10 cps at every amu due to polyatomic ions [75] . This suggests that strangelet concentrations of 10 −14 -10 −15 may be seen with reasonable running times. Although a TOF instrument may gain in sensitivity by not needing to scan over masses, existing instruments tend to have lower dynamic range and higher noise.
Roughly speaking, ICP ion sources have efficiencies near-100% for most metals; ∼ 50% for Group IIB, semimetals, and nonmetals, and < 10% for H, N, O, F, Cl, Br, and the noble gases. Ionization of Xe is acceptable at 8%; O and N are impractical at 0.1%.
k. ESI-FT-ICRMS We propose a novel technique which combines high strangelet specificity, a wide mass range, and small sample size requirements. However, it demands higher strangelet concentrations than ICP-MS. Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) [53] mass spectroscopy, in combination with electrospray ionization (ESI) [54] has been used to measure as few as 18,000 molecules of some organic molecules [55] . FT-ICR operates by measuring the cyclotron frequency of ions in a Penning trap; the high accuracy of time-domain measurements allows a mass measurement precision of 10 −6 . This provides a good way of separating strangelets from ordinary ions; presumably some strangelets will have masses lying in between the masses of any ordinary ions. As few as 300 ions in a trap give a measurable signal, and a trapped batch may be re-measured many times. Ions of many different masses can be trapped simultaneously. The most efficient way of loading an FT-ICRMS is ESI, which operates by spraying highly-charged droplets of solution out of a high-voltage needle. The droplets fragment and evaporate, leaving individual molecular ions with near-100% efficiency. They are then accumulated (with lower efficiency) in a quadrupole trap, before eventual loading into the FT-ICR cell. ESI most effective for large organic molecules; to apply it to metallic strangelets from stratospheric metals, we need to bind them to organic acids like EDTA. s N and s O would require more careful chemistry to attach them to an ESI-compatible molecule. Noble gases would require a different ionization technique; nothing appropriate is available off-the-shelf.
A typical experiment might proceed as follows. We begin with our mixed-metal sample bound to EDTA (M-EDTA) in a methanol:water solution. This is ionized by a nanospray or micro-electrospray tip at a up to 10 7 ions/s. An accumulation period of 10 5 seconds results in 10 12 ions. We pre-eject any molecule with m/z < 630 (i.e. lighter than 238 U-EDTA); this rejects all ordinary nuclei, but keeps most s M-EDTA ions [76] . If particular organic contaminants with m/z ¿ 630 accumulate, then we can eject them individually; ejection takes about 1 second per target mass. Finally, we transfer the accumulated ions into the FT-ICR trap, where the masses are mea-sured to very high precision. Although organic contaminants may appear in the trap, they should be identifiable by their masses and isotopic abundances[77] Strangeletbearing EDTA complexes will, at least in some cases, have "unreasonable" masses. Since we require > 300 s M-EDTA ions to be generated in this process, we can find strangelets if their concentration is greater than 3×10 −9 ; this is sufficient to study stratospheric samples that have been pre-concentrated by chromatography, or calutronor diffusion-processed gases. The sensitivity can be improved if a) the accumulation period can be extended or b) the ion current increased (perhaps by simply increasing the solution molarity). Both of these avenues require more study, each might provide a factor of 10 improvement.
l. Non-mass spectroscopic detection Uniquely, it may be possible to analyze s Rn by purely optical techniques [56] [57] . A discharge tube made from ordinary glass should contain negligible number of Rn atoms from 238 U decay in the glass. If filled with a Rn sample collected from the atmosphere, the radon contents could be monitored by optical emission spectroscopy (OES). Although a detailed design study is necessary, we estimate that as few as 10
9 Rn atoms could be detected using offthe-shelf equipment. Any 222 Rn present will a) vanish due to decay (τ (1/2) =3d), down to the source/diffusion level, and b) be visible in a Geiger counter. Although we do not measure the strangelet mass in this experiment, s Rn distinguishes itself from 222 Rn by its mere stability.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Earth's atmosphere serves as a beam dump for cosmic ray strangelets. In the upper atmosphere, recently-fallen strangelets accumulate and concentrate in aerosol droplets, free from contamination by normal nuclei. In the atmosphere as a whole, strange isotopes of noble gases, N, and O have accumulated to quite high concentrations. These concentrations are within the reach of modern mass spectroscopy, even if strangelet fluxes are quite small.
We sum up strangelet accumulation in a given environment by a "concentration factor", shown in Table V . This is the per-atom abundance of strangelets in this environment, divided by the flux in m −2 y −1 . This factor shows that stratospheric aerosols yield the highest strangelet concentrations known; the Earth's atmosphere and the moon are equally good places to obtain large quantities of less-concentrated strangelets. The Earth's crust has a very low concentration factor, so effective strangelet searches in rock will require additional effort.
Based on these concentrations and the search techniques discussed, we propose a comprehensive program of atmospheric strangelet searches as shown in Table VI Intermediate-mass strangelets might be found in strange transition metals in the stratosphere, or in s Kr.
Experiment raw pre-concentration mass spectroscopy conc. flux prod. TABLE VI: Possible strangelet search avenues in the Earth's atmosphere. Although other combinations are possible, we feel that these are the most promising search avenues, providing sensitivity over a wide range of masses and charges. As the sample sizes are so small, it does not make sense to place a "concentration" limit on stratospheric metal strangelets, so we report only a flux limit, whose astrophysical interpretation varies with mass. For s Rn, we report a concentration limit as a fraction of the bulk atmosphere, rather than in the purified Rn. 4e-07 1e+02 4e+02 3e-11 1e-10 TABLE VII: Metallic strangelet fluxes and abundances for elements Li-Te. For each element we give the abundance among metals in the solar system, which approximates the abundance in carbonaceous chondrites. We give the maximum fluxes of CFL strangelets and bag-model strangelets according to Equation 1. The last two columns five the expected strangelet abundances in a sample of this metal collected from the stratosphere, again for CFL and bag-model strangelets. All abundances are given by atoms, not by weight. (Elements Cs-U are listed in VIII.)
[65] The lower stratosphere has typically ∼ 10 −6 H2O, undetectable dust levels [58] .
[66] Interestingly, industrial-scale agriculture has nearly doubled the global fixation budget over the past few decades [59] . 
